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General Development Strategy

1) Development - Code changes, incorporate new/modified routines from scientists, update compilers
and/or mkl library, update to latest Toolkit. Iwould try to group all of the non-answer changes into one
Build and answer-changing into another.

2) Testing -1 would usually just run a simple one orbit test to check my changes quickly.

3) Checkin to StarTeam (Buildxxx)- Check all changes into StarTeam and create a Buildlabel

4) Run regressiontesting - Run all regression tests and compare against previous release. ForGPH changes,
I have run just a couple of tests by hand since the scope of GPH is limited to the BOP module. For non-

answer changing, the results should compare exactly. Answer changing changes require a more detailed

analysis. This can be either comparing a run with a run that the scientist made offline or requesting that

the scientist view the results and signoff on the run(s).

5) Repeat steps 1-4 until all tests work properly - There could be several Build labels created before a SIPS

delivery is made.

6) Create SIPS Delivery label (Vxx.xx.xx)

7) Email SIPS and all HIRDLS users about new release



RUNNING JOBS

bin/run_build - To run L2 in a testing mode in the SCF, use the bin/run_build command. Its details are

documented in bin/run_build.doc. It calls the rl2 script listed below.

bin/rl2 - Jobs run in both the SCF and SIPSenvironments use the rl2 command to translate information from the

USF (user setup file) to the CFG (config)and PCF (process control file used by the Toolkit)and it then runs the L2

processor. The SCF or SIPS user should only need to modify the values in the USF. Developers may need to add

additional fields to the USF file to allow new fields to be set in the CFG or PCF. Generic CFG and PCF "mask" files

are used by rl2, values are overwritten as specified in the USF and new CFG and PCF files are created for use in the

run. Aseparate USF is used for each of the main L2 steps (CLG, RTP/SIM and BOP). Both CLG and BOP can be run

with only one thread. RTP and SIM can be run with multiple threads. Threads are enabled by the script calling

separate standalone L2 jobs and then merging the output file(s) together at the end. Neither MPI nor OpenMP are

used or required to be on the system.

data/regRuns - "regRuns Buildxxx Buildyyy" - This script submits the suite of regression tests using Buildxxx. If

Buildyyy is supplied then the results are automatically compared to this Build. No changes need to be made by

hand to any of these scripts except possibly updating to a newer Toolkit.


















